Exploring the Effect of Pacing Plan Feedback for Professional Road Cycling †
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Abstract: In road cycling, cyclists strategically use their energetic resources in unique race-specific circumstances. For time-trial events, professional cycling teams design pacing plans aimed at the effective management of anaerobic work capacities of individual cyclists, allowing for more consistent speeds and therefore, faster times. Patently, adherence to such plans is essential. This paper reports on a field user-study on the effectiveness of providing a pacing plan to cyclists with the following information: (1) printed table alongside a display device with non-processed information (power, distance); and (2) aggregated, processed, just-in-time information on the same device (past, present, prospective; power, distance, W'}). In both conditions, 15 road cyclists completed an 8 km open route mimicking race conditions, while adhering to pre-set pacing plans designed relative to their individual critical-power capabilities. Results indicated a linear load-to-adherence relationship and better adherence in condition (2). These findings will help guide future designs of adaptive feedback mechanisms for professional road cycling.
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1. Introduction

Beyond great strength and stamina, professional road cycling requires an appropriate strategy to effectively use a cyclist’s physical capabilities in race-specific circumstances [1]. A cyclist can generate power aerobically, and beyond a certain threshold anaerobically—with the latter being a finite resource and requiring rest to replenish, and thus prudent use thereof, a strategy known as pacing. Achieving optimal race results is accomplished by riding at a consistent speed (irrespective of environmental factors, e.g., climbs, corners), which requires a cyclist to vary their power output accordingly—pushing uphill, recovering downhill, in anticipation of the next climb.

In pursuit of podium, professional cycling teams prepare their cyclists by running simulations [2–5] and generating pacing plans [6], particularly for individual time trials in which cyclists lack the aerodynamic benefit of the peloton. Simplified instructions are shared with cyclists prior to the race, and the pacing plan’s execution is tracked and modified with adjustments relayed from the coach car. The required radio communication has become contentious [7], and with regulation moving to oppose it, adherence to pre-made pacing plans is gaining in importance. Based on informal interviews, cyclists from a partnered UCI (Union Cycliste Internationale) World Tour team have...
reported that traditional, printed plans are difficult to adhere to. Teams are looking for more reliable and effective delivery of information, as minor deviations from a pre-determined strategy may have a cumulative effect given a cyclist’s finite anaerobic capacity ($W'$).

Decision-making in road cycling has been shown to benefit from effective feedback [8]. While current sensor technology has become more accessible and vast data collection more prevalent, and while models are available to translate said data into pacing insights [9], these are seldom used in race events in real-time, neither by coaches nor by the cyclists themselves.

This paper documents exploratory research aimed at understanding the behaviour of cyclists in attempting to follow a pacing plan, given two different types of information, focusing on factors affecting adherence. With the goal of supporting cyclists from a partnered professional cycling team, this exploratory field user-study examines the behaviour of serious amateurs. Insights gleaned herein will guide future designs and studies on effective adaptive feedback systems for professional cycling.

Adherence of participants is expected to be better when provided with aggregated information, based on knowledge of past performance [8]. Such information is expected to influence cyclists’ performance, e.g., compensate after coasting through corners. Furthermore, decreasing the cognitive task load is expected to result in more confidence in taking corners at high speed.

The adherence is further expected to differ depending on the expected performance in the proposed pacing plan. Lastly, with regard to cyclist’s experience, the adherence in use of the two conditions are expected to differ less for experienced cyclists as they are likely to have better developed internal feedback [10], and more experience relying on non-processed information.

2. Materials and Methods

The study set out to investigate the decision-making behaviour of cyclists with respect to two different types of information from a pacing plan provided in two conditions (detailed below): (1) traditional: a printed table alongside a display device with non-processed information; and (2) aggregated, processed, just-in-time information presented on the same type of device.

2.1. Experiment Design

The study involved 15 participants, self-reported ‘serious amateurs’ of road cycling, in the 20–40 age range. All participants gave written consent to participate in the study and for the use of their data for scientific purposes. Participants were tasked with completing a route twice (Figure 1a) while closely adhering to a pacing plan (Figure 1b) presented differently for condition 1 and 2 (order varied), requiring them to adjust their power output at pre-determined distances.

Participants were given time to rest and replenish carbohydrates between these two trials, and invited to voice their opinions. When two trials could not be completed on the same day, a weather-equivalent alternative day was used. Trials were completed in moderately warm, dry weather.

Figure 1. (a) Route plan with segment lengths and navigation instructions; (b) Pacing plans A and B.

The study was conducted outdoors to mimic racing conditions including navigation of the route, with distractions in the form of other cyclists and pedestrians. Participants were required to follow road rules and prioritise safety. The 3-m wide public cycling path featured a single 1000 m straight
lane on a low-speed public road shared with cars. A map was provided prior to departure; additionally, basic on-screen instructions (e.g., ‘turn right’) were delivered on the display device 150 m ahead. Pacing plans covered 11 segments of either 500 m or 1000 m, totalling 8000 m and requiring approximately 20 min to complete. Through heuristic evaluation by an expert the lengths were determined to be sufficiently long to be acceptable by professional cyclists, yet short enough to improve on the granularity of segments currently in use by a consulted professional cycling team.

Each segment was prescribed a difficulty level relative to each individual cyclist’s critical power (CP): −40%, −20%, CP+0%, +20%, +40%; henceforth referred to as difficulties −2, −1, 0, +1, +2, respectively. Segments were arranged in a sequence to cause moderate fatigue but not exceed predetermined aerobic work capacity. Physical demand was matched for each participant, with each plan adjusted to each individual’s critical power (CP) capabilities (measured prior to the trials on a stationary bicycle trainer, following the Vanhatalo et al. [11] 3-min all-out routine).

Two pacing plans were created with different difficulty levels assigned for each segment (plans A and B, Figure 1). As illustrated in Table 1, condition 1 was tested with plan A, whereas condition 2 was tested with both plan B and A (in a supplementary study performed with 5 of the present participants). In the analysis participants were further divided into groups on the basis of the number of reported years of cycling club association or training experience: less than 3 was categorized as ‘amateurs’ (n = 8), more than 3 as ‘experienced’ (n = 7).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Condition 1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition 2</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition 2 *</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Pacing plans used in trials for each participant (* supplementary study) (underlined: experienced cyclist participants and condition tested first).

2.2. Apparatus

All participants completed the study on the same high-end road-racing carbon-fibre frame bicycle with electronic gear shifting and 26” wheels, and were required to wear a helmet. Each participant had the bicycle fitted, and was given time to familiarize oneself with the equipment and handling during a practice run. Power baseline measurement was performed on location with the bicycle mounted on a stationary bicycle trainer (Tacx Swing/Satori Smart). Due to printing of tables for condition 1 in advance, baseline values were rounded to the nearest five, and used for both trials.

Performance and biometric data were transmitted through ANT+ and stored by the Android display device: Giant RideSense (speed/distance), and Pioneer Power (power, cadence). Onboard video was recorded using a 360° camera (Garmin VIRB 360) mounted on the handlebar. Raw sensor data (1Hz) for power/cadence, distance/ground-speed, and GPS were logged once every second.

During testing of conditions (1) and (2), the bicycle was fitted with the 5.8” Android-based display device attached to the stem in landscape orientation, with the display set to an appropriate mode (basic or advanced telemetry; Figure 2). Prior to departure participants learned to work with the interface and following a trial run were asked to confirm this ability.
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Figure 2. Placement of two tested modalities on the bicycle’s frame and stem.

Condition (1) provided information on pacing plans through a printed table (7 by 21 cm) attached to the bicycle frame and the display device with: distance travelled (top-right), instantaneous power output (top-left), as well as occasional navigation queues (e.g., ‘cross road ↑ ’; bottom-right). The printed table consisted of two columns, distance (left) and expected power output (right). The right column was offset to aid in reading three cues: expected power output as well as the given segment’s start and end distances. Every fifth row was highlighted to further assist in reading.

Condition (2) provided aggregated, just-in-time pacing information on the display device, divided into three columns: results (past and present; left), expectations (present and future; centre), and navigation (right). The left column displayed: numerical values for instantaneous power output (top) and ‘anaerobic battery’ status (bottom; determined with the Skiba et al. [9] model), as well as two graphs: a grey bar chart for ‘anaerobic battery’ status, and a two-colour line graph (past 50 values of the last 1000 m) with the participant’s power output (blue) and expected power output (pace plan, yellow). The centre column similarly displayed two numerical values: currently expected power output (top) and expected ‘battery’ status (assuming having followed the pacing plan), as well as two graphs: grey expected battery, and expected power output levels in the upcoming 1000 m. The right column displayed distance and navigation identically to condition (1).

Raw sensor data were presented (no moving averages), rounded to the nearest integer. Numerical power, battery, and distance values updated every second (ANT+ sensor frequency; ~8.5 m @ 30 km/h), while the line graphs updated once every 20 m (~2.5 s). The colour scheme was chosen for its high contrast and lack of value attribution (as is the case with red or green).

3. Results

Table 2 shows the groupings used in the analysis of the results. In the verbal evaluation, performance of two ‘experienced’ participant(s) (#4 and #13) was uncharacteristic and not in line with their own expectations, probably due to recovery from a sporting event and were thus excluded** from the calculations of the ‘experienced’ grouping but included in other groupings. Additionally, two participants reported mis-reading the information in condition (1); they were left in the dataset as this was deemed an inherent limitation of use of this condition.

Table 2. Participant and trial data groupings (* supplementary study, ** excluded).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>All Participants (n = 15)</th>
<th>Amateur (n = 8)</th>
<th>Experienced (n = 7)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Matching (A:A)</td>
<td>3 + 5 *</td>
<td>1 + 3 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Matching (A:B)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3 shows an example of power outputs of a participant during the two trials ((1) blue, (2) magenta), atop the set-out pacing plan, and the consequent impact on the anaerobic work capacity in the two trials, as well as its planned depletion. The performance data show numerous sudden drops in power output (Figure 4a), with a noteworthy instance at 4500m having a detrimental effect on the
planned depletion. Upon review of the collected video data the vast majority of the instances were confirmed to be due to environmental factors (e.g., coasting towards corners). As these instances were inherent to the track and not to segment difficulty, a hard threshold of 20 W was used to filter these out (Figure 4c illustrates the impact of the use of other thresholds), with any performance data below this threshold excluded from the calculation of the Adherence score (below). In turn, the percentage of rejected values of each trial defines the ‘coasting percentage’ (Figure 4b). The data showed a trend consistent across participant groupings in that participants testing condition (1) coasted more, e.g., before and after a corner.

Figure 3. (left) Example results for matching plan trials; (right) consequent anaerobic battery capacity.

Figure 4. (a) Example power output histogram; (b) coasting percentage; (c) filter thresholds compared.

Given the broad range of power capability amongst participants the effect of a condition was quantified in terms of adherence in its use. Performance data from the trials were used to determine the ‘Adherence Score’, which represents the relative power output deviation from the planned pace. A single value was determined by taking a segment-length-weighted average of a segment’s average per-second differences in a cyclist’s power output against the expected power output, made relative to one’s physical capabilities (CP).

4. Discussion

As shown above, comparing the two conditions (Figure 5, right) suggests that aggregated information of condition (2) is more effective—adherence scores are consistently lower for condition (1) across all participant groupings, with the trend both above and below the 0 score (perfect match). This may mean that condition (1) fares better for lower difficulty levels, or that overperformance at low-difficulty levels is counteracted by underperformance inherent to using condition (1).
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Figure 5. Adherence scores for segment difficulties for different participant groupings.

The data (illustrated in Figure 5) support the hypothesis that in both conditions there is a relationship between adherence and CP-relative difficulty levels—the higher the difficulty, the more participants underperformed. Interestingly, at below-CP level participants overperformed. At CP, the level at which participants could maintain performance indefinitely purely aerobically, participants slightly underperformed. The data suggest participants in condition (2) were less prone to coasting for all coasting-filtering thresholds evaluated. Future studies will explore coasting behaviour for the individual corners to deepen the understanding of these results.

With respect to other participant groupings participant experience (amateurs/experienced) showed generally similar results, with slightly better performance in higher difficulty segments—arguably due to higher stamina or experience with perseverance under similar pain or discomfort levels. Contrary to the hypothesis, the difference between conditions in the experienced group was more pronounced than in the amateur group. Differences in using matching/non-matching pacing plans appeared small. Order of testing conditions showed a considerable effect when testing condition (1) first, and a close match with condition (2) tested first, likely due to a learning effect, as participants became more familiar with the route during the second trial.

The results suggest that if adherence to a pacing plan is of major importance, plans should compensate for expected/shown divergence. In the CP−40% to CP+40% range the trend found in this paper (Figure 5, grey thick lines) can be expressed as a linear relationship between adherence and load (instructed-power-output: critical-power; \( P_{\text{planned}} / P_{\text{CP}} \)), represented by:

\[
P_{\text{outputCon}} = \left( -0.4026 \frac{P_{\text{CP}}}{P_{\text{planned}}} \right) P_{\text{planned}}^2 + 1.3237 \times P_{\text{planned}}
\]

(1)

\[
P_{\text{outputCon2}} = \left( -0.348 \frac{P_{\text{CP}}}{P_{\text{planned}}} \right) P_{\text{planned}}^2 + 1.3073 \times P_{\text{planned}}
\]

(2)

Given these results it would seem that these formulas can be used to shape pacing plans that could yield desired power output in practice. Further research is required to validate this hypothesis.

Furthermore, the trials were limited to an 11-segment route with five distinct power levels. Future research will explore longer routes, under the expectation that the strengths and limitations of conditions would become more apparent.

5. Conclusions

This study examined the extent to which participants can follow a pacing plan using two types of pacing plan information on an 8000m track consisting of 11-segments of varied power output intensity. Participants adhered to their plans better and coasted less when presented with aggregated information (condition (2)) compared to simple information (condition (1)). These results are promising. Future research will explore professional cyclists’ behaviour and validate the use of a compensation factor in practice. In addition, the effect of other information, as well as other delivery modalities (sound, augmented reality) will be explored.
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